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In this electrifying novel from Cassie Mae, two close friends surprise themselves by shifting from
platonic love to sexual attraction.
 
Eric Matua has one friend—his best friend and childhood sweetheart, who needs a place to stay for the
summer. Mia Johnson has thousands of friends—who live in her computer. Along with her email chats and
Facebook notifications, Mia also devours romance novels, spending countless hours with fictional characters,
dreaming of her own Romeo to sweep her off her feet. When she starts receiving supersweet messages from
a stranger who thinks she’s someone else, Mia begins to believe that real love is possible outside her virtual
world.
 
When the two friends become roommates, Mia finds herself falling harder than she ever thought she could.
But Eric keeps his desires locked away, unsure of himself and his ability to give his best friend what she
deserves in a boyfriend. As her advances are continually spurned, Mia splits her time between Eric and her
computer. But she soon realizes she’s about to lose the only real thing she’s ever had.

Praise for The Real Thing
 
“Cassie Mae is awesome! The perfect balance between laugh-out-loud funny and achingly poignant, The
Real Thing is the ultimate escapist read. I didn’t want it to end!”—Lauren Layne, author of Isn’t She
Lovely

“Watching two best friends figure out how to fall in love makes The Real Thing a summer read of swoon-
worthy perfection.”—Jolene Perry, author of The Summer I Found You

“Cassie Mae’s The Real Thing made me want to close out every social media app and electronic device I
have, but I couldn’t manage to stop reading!”—Rebecca Yarros, author of Full Measures

“A heartfelt, fresh and romantic read.”—Book Crushin
 
“I really loved this book. It deals with relevant issues and gives us two very unique characters you can’t help
but root for. The cute little updates or tweets that start each chapter, which are told in alternating POVs, were
unique and added to the story. Definitely enjoyed this one and I am looking forward to other books from
Mae.”—So Many Reads

“If I had to point out the most romantic novel I’ve ever read or if I had to name the novel whose characters I
most identified with, I would shove this one into your face.”—Closet Geeks and Slo Mo
 
“I would easily recommend this book to anyone who is looking for a new adult book.”—Home. Love.
Books.

Praise for Cassie Mae
 
“Cassie Mae’s writing is fresh and original!”—Rachel Morgan, author of the Creepy Hollow series



 
“A fabulous author who tugs on your heart strings as if she owns them.”—Jade Hart, author of Coffee and
Cockpits
 
“Cassie Mae has a knack for developing characters who have you wanting to climb into the pages and
become part of their world.”—Theresa Paolo, author of (Never) Again
 
“Cassie Mae’s books have become my latest guilty pleasure. Pleasure, because who doesn’t love to read a
romantic comedy? And I say guilty because when I lay my hands on one, I tend to read them in one sitting
and let all my other responsibilities go to the wayside. What dishes?”—Pauline Creeden, author of
Sanctuary
 
“Mae is very good at getting me to chuckle throughout an entire book, because her heroines are quirky and
unique.”—Book Nerd
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From reader reviews:

Helen McCormick:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray a person, why because this The Real Thing reserve written by well-
known writer whose to say well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who else read the
book. Written inside good manner for you, dripping every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate your
current hunger then you still doubt The Real Thing as good book but not only by the cover but also from the
content. This is one guide that can break don't ascertain book by its protect, so do you still needing yet
another sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already told you so why you
have to listening to a different sixth sense.

Michael Hale:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book
compared to can satisfy your short time to read it because this time you only find book that need more time
to be learn. The Real Thing can be your answer given it can be read by you actually who have those short
extra time problems.

James Henderson:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you will get
it in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This The Real Thing can give you a lot of good friends
because by you looking at this one book you have factor that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This book offer you
information that perhaps your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than additional make you to be great
individuals. So , why hesitate? Let's have The Real Thing.

Willodean Samples:

A number of people said that they feel weary when they reading a publication. They are directly felt it when
they get a half areas of the book. You can choose the actual book The Real Thing to make your current
reading is interesting. Your personal skill of reading skill is developing when you including reading. Try to
choose simple book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the impression about book and reading through
especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to open a book and study it. Beside that the reserve The
Real Thing can to be a newly purchased friend when you're really feel alone and confuse in what must you're
doing of this time.
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